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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 
Origin of the Problem 
Statement of the Problem 
A. 
B. 
Purpose of the Study 
Scope of the Study 




P. Method of Procedure 
G« Definition of Tems 
2. 
E7TR0DU0TI0E 
Cri ~$n of tho Prohlr-n 
For nor© then a year bofor© this study vjas uo&ortalxn 
those trio in -bin© rind of the todtor ecu© agitation! thoro 
®-s uncertainty coajeerning the program of Cnmgr Hlemantary 
School* thoro as a questioning or disturbance over tit© pro» 
cc&ures used in the school# 
As a result, there developed the challenge to study the 
situation, to appraise the school, to attempt to determine to 
•rfiat sisbont the program {qsprordmtod tho progressive criteria# 
The objectives of tho study avo to determine that progres­
sive procedures are, as advocated by accepted authorities; to 
dctomire, by a comparison of such prooedurec, Tisercin, if at 
all, the program of tho school in quostion fails to meet the 
criteria sot up by such authorities! end to suggest ii-ip rove­
rs-its if it is found that irjprovsnsnts oah be mod©# 
Statcraant of the Problem 
II HIIHIII.#II»I#IIII n—III# mirnammmammmmmmimmmm 
She rjritcr is of the belief that pupils of traditional schools 
arc not adequately prepared to nodt and to solve the problems of 
Hi's# Ihe challenge has arisen, in her rind to learn Ttiat progressive 
procedures ore and to dstomlns xfiioh of such procedures arc applica­
ble to the situation at Coney School, if it is found that the applica­
tion of such procedures till be en improvement of -the program of in­
struction in said school# 
3, 
The problem may be stated in the following three questions! 
1, What are progressive procedures as advocated by 
acoepted authorities? 
2, Which of these procedures are applicable to Cunev 
School? 9 
3, If applied, will these prooeduros be an improve­
ment of the program of said sohool? 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to determine, by an examine-
a -
tion of progressive procedures as advocated by acoepted author­
ities, that procedure a may be applied to the situation at Cuney 
Sohool to improve the program of instruction of the sohool, 
? 
The writer hopes that en outcome of the study shall be 
assistance In devising a program of instruction for the school 
which will allow the children of the school to live a well-round­
ed life in thoir communities as a result of having lived demo-
r 
oratioally in school, with activities based upon -thoir needs 
and their interests! and be able to take active and effective 
participation in ohild, as well as in adult life. 
\ 
Scope of the Study 
This study is confined to an examination of progressive 
educational procedures, an analysis of the situation at Cuney 
Elementary School, and to the recommendations for the improve­
ment Of the situation as it how exists in said school. 
The sohool as a whole is analysed, but those areas are 
speoifioally analysed which are most pertinent and which seem 
4. 
most in need of adjust moat. Points to be considered in the 
study are* 
1. The Pupils 
2* The Teachers 
3* The Curriculum 
4* The Library and Other Instructional Equipment and 
Supplies 
Sources of Data 
The writer studied progressive procedures in education 
from all available texts, pamphlets, current literature, and 
related studies. 
The situation at Cuney School was analysed by the per so: 
al-inveatigatlon method| the vork being done there was evalu­
ated. For this evaluation, rating sheets for teachers and 
for the school were used. These rating shoots have been check­
ed against criteria set up for evaluating teachers and elemen­
tary schools and follow suggestions of aooepted authorities 
on elementary education. 
A oopy of these sheets will be found in Appendioes A 
and B. 
Method of Prooedure 
The method of prooedure used for this study is the norma-
Any one of several other pro-tive-survoy type of researoh. 
oeduros might have been used, but after a study of several au­
thors on researoh procedures, the writer dooided this prooedure 
5. 
1 
best* Good dosoribes this method as follows! 
The normativo— survey method 1B ooncomod vdth history 
in the making rat ho r than made history* Sooiety is tak­
ing a more scientific interest in the control of its af­
fairs* People now demand information about present activ­
ities while that information can still be used to guide 
them in working out plans and formulating policies for the 
development in the immediate future* 
normative-survey research is directed toward ascertain­
ing present conditions* attempts to answer current questions 
arising concerning education* This type of information is 
particularly important to the administrator* What is more 
important and natural than that one should want to know how 
Other sohool systems are run so that he can oompare his 
practice with theirs* 
The word "survey" indicates gathering data regarding 
current conditions! the word "normative" is used in the 
compound adjective because surveys are frequently made 
for the purpose of ascertaining what is the normal or typ­
ical condition or prnotice* 
One may ask whether this method solves problems. Prob­
lems of a practical nature are not solved directly by data 
of any kind* The solving is striotly psychological. Solu­
tions do not lie in data! they result from thinking* with 
the help of the increased insight which grows out of a 
study of the data* 
As for the value of the normative-survey data in afford­
ing a basis fbr inferences that may eld in solving practi­
cal problems* it may be said that this kind of data will 
probably be more highly regarded by the administrator in 
helping him to solve praotical problems than are the prin­
ciples and laws growing out of experimentation in the lab­
oratory* The reason for this is that data coming direct 
from the field represent field conditions! they tend to be 
preotloal beoause they grow out of praotiool situations! 
and they generally answer the questions of the man in the 
field beoause they are lite ly to be oast in terms in which 
he thinks* This method**** helps to foous attention on 
needs that might otherwise be unobserved! it may attract 
attention to current problems and trends and permit people 
to evaluate and direct new trends* 
The normative-survey method is always appropriate when 
information concerning our rent conditions is desired in any 
field* however well explored* in which there are changes of 
1* Carter V* Good* A.S.Barr* Douglass E*Spates* The 
Methodology of Eduoationnl Research* New Yorki ' D," 
Apple ton-<iantury Company, 1936* pp*287-288• 
6 5 
Good classifies this method of research into six different 
types* 
1* Survey testing 
2. Questionnaire inquiries 
3. wooumentary frequency studies 
4* Intervlovr studios 
5. Observational studies 
6# appraisal studies 
Good*s description, given abovo of the r^rmativo-survey 
method assured the vsritor that the latter three types of this 
method vnttld lend great assistance in studying progressive pro­
cedures and in arriving at oam definite aims and applioatlo&a 
upon vfeieh en approved program may be dcrvisod fbr the school in 
question* 
Hence# by interview# observation# and appraisal# the writ­
er attempted this study. 
Pefinitipnpf Terms m<mi» mi i- in w i — *ininw»f 
R* tho cafe of a correct interpretation of the vsriter's 
material, the following definitions are g5von» 
It Appraisal and evaluation aro used in tho same sense and 
in this thesis moan a judgment of tho mrth of a thing 
rAth. referonoo to some adopted purpose* 
2. Interview mans a personal eonforonoe or meting with 
tho view of obtaining particular information. 
3# Observation is hore used as the aot of talcing careful 
notio©. 
4» Progressiva education noons 1 truing through many and 
varied osporienoes in as life-like situations as possi­
ble# end rfcich# under teacher guidance# will result in 
r^rri^am growth# Study in this type of school is effort 
to deal intelligently with a life-life situation and 
learning is tho offoot upon tho child of all oaperienoea 
7* 
vtiioh he has had in dealing vdth the situation* Subject 
matter is used to illumine experiences and to clarify 
meanings nith the material organised around a oenter of 
interest* Progressive education allows planning* 
ty* ®ad evaluation by the pupils* *•"' ;; :• -; ' 
aotivi-
Both in theory and in practice progressive education is 
different free, the traditional education* Progressive education 
advocates the child-centered school nlth emphasis upon oreative 
espresslon end the development of personality* 
Progressive education gives mors attention to the needs of 
individuals# stimulates learning through self-directed purpose­
ful activitiesc# develops fyoup consciousness or the cooperative 
spirit# provides many opportunities for creative self-expression* 
and educates parents in their responsibility twmrd the child 
and his school* 
3 
S 
l"»' Eobbrb Hill Lone. The Teacher in the Modem Elementary 
School* Boston! Hou^rcon tafflin ttaipany# 19£l#pp*370-300• 
2* Harold Hag;; and Arm Shuraater# The Child-Centered School* 
Ycnkora-on-Hudsco#IteTv Yosfci ^forld leok Co;pony* 1923# p*5* 
3* Henry J* Otto# 31c::sntnry Softool Organization and Admin­
istration# Bow forfet a* Appleton Century' %Enpany* 1934# ' 
8* 
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This thesis is divided into five chapters. The first chap­
ter is, "Hearer Trends in Elementary Education1', -which is sub­
divided into, "A# H istorioal Review of Trends", and, "B. Trends 
as Portrayed in Current Literature", 
The writer begins with the development of education as far 
back as Rosseau and Froebel and traces the development to the 
present day, 
most in the development of the new education aret 
1. The recognition of individual differences 
The soientifio study of education 
3. Personality adjustment as seen in courses of mental 
hygiene and guidance 
Charmer reviews the growth of the Progressive Eduoation 
Association and states oertain principles of this organisation 
as beingi 
She states that the three factors whioh have aided 
2. 
1, Freedom to develop naturally 
2, Interest as a motivating influenoe 
3, Guidance and leadership as functions of teaching 
4, Intelligent study of pupil development 
5, Attention to health and physical growth 
6, Close cooperation between the school and the home to 
meet the learners* needs 
10. 
Channor emphasizes the fact that the ideas and theories 
recognized in any study of the historical background of pro­
gressive education have merged to fbrm new philosophies for the 
progressive schools of today. 
Charmer's sources of data ware* examination of new books 
on elementary education! articles in professional magazines; 
yearbooks of professional societies! bulletins! and programs of 
eduoational meetings. 
•Ae analyses the trends seen in professional magazines and 
states her findingsi 
In Chapter II of the thesis. Channor reviews similar 
studies idiich have been made and tates that the findings of 
all advocate a reorganization of any sohool in which there 
found traditional procedures. 
She summarizes her readings on the subject in the follow­
ing headings! 
Never Praotioes in Elementary Eduoation 
A. Relative to the whole child 
B. Relative to provision for greater understanding on 
the part of the child 
C. Relative to greater appeal to child interest and needs 
0* Relative to the selection of more life-like vital 
subject matter 
•r. 
E. Relative to greater opportunity for preparation in 
the damooratio r.ey of life 
In Chapter III. Channor disousses the techniques used to 
put newer praotioes into effect. She states that the 
are 
11. 
most important and helpful of the techniques is the active 
participation in ourrioulum planning by all oonoerned, from 
the child to the ourrioulum specialist. 
In Chapter IV, Channer summarises the work, listing certain 
nenrer trends •which impressed her. She names ono of the major 
trends as that of recognition of and provision for individual 
differences as v/all as more democratic supervision. 
12. 
II 
The Appraisal of an Elamentaxy School. William B. 
Macaulay, unpublished Master's Thesis, Brake University, 
Des Moines, Iowa, 1940 
Maoaulay has don© this work in three chapters, with a 
bibliography and an appendix. 
In his introductory ohapter the author has a prefaoe in 
vhioh he states that all persons ooxmeoted with the adminis­
tration of schools should obtain all evidence possible to 
> 
evaluate their stewardship as sponsors of public education. 
Ho says furthor that faculties, parents and patrons need dpta 
and information of the status of the sohool if the sohool is 
to maintain their confidence, 
* 
His problem was to determine the oharaoter and quality 
of the educational product of his particular sohool by a 
comparison of certain test results with the author*s norms for 
f 
the tests. He describes his sohool situation in detail. His 
main reason for making the study is that the sohool is a tradi­
tional one. He claims that any measure of the pupils or of the 
teaohers made impartially is a measure of the degree in which 
the sohool is reaching its goal, 
Haoaulay states further that the objeotive of oduoation 
oan be defined as the attainment of those qualities, attitudes, 
t 
and abilities that are so necessary for successfully living in 
a changing, industrial, democratic society such as is the society 
in which ne live today. 
13. 
The procedure of the writer of the thesis wis to test 
the children or to have elementary teachers test them to fig­
ure their Intelligence Quotients, end to test for the purpose 
of finding their educational achievement* He considered that 
this wrould make possible a general diagnosis of the condition 
of the school and of particular defects of individual children* 
Sables listed in "Mae thesis show the percentile ranks of the 
children* 
In Chapter III he summarises. Baying that the school has 
followed the traditional pattern by emphasising formal study 
and recitation periods, and that its alms have been the mastery 
of fact8 and skills* His finding is that even reliable tests 
ndiioh test only faots and skills are not enough nT"^ aro un­
fair to the school and to the pupil for they fail to consider 
the capability of the sohool as & Thole or of the individual 
child* 
His results are compared with the norms of the tests given 
in order to detomiajG what the sohool should attain* His con­
clusion is that the oharaoter and quality of the educational 
product of the sohool under study have normal intelligence 
quotients but that their achievements cure far below normal * 
His hope in doing the work was that there would be an in­
centive to adopt more effective instructional methods of instruc­
tion and to study newer trends in eduoation* 
The limitations of the study are the email number of pupils, 
and the testing of only intelligence and sohool achievement* 
14. 
Ill 
industrial College, Prairie View, Texas, 1943. 
In tills thesis the tvritor gives quite a complete back* 
ground of the history of progressive education# She begins 
with Socrates, Pestalozzi, and others of the early reform-
era and barings the review up to the organisation and activi­
ties of the Progressive Education Association. She disoues-
es sorao of the findings of the different committees of that 
organization. 
The scope of her study was twenty-five Negro high schools 
of Texas. She selected them at random, as she was of the opin­
ion that such a method gave a better oross seotion picture. 
The writer made a comparison of the old and the new ed­
ucation. She then set up oriteria for Judging the progress-
iveness of a school, and proceeded to evaluate the sohools in 
the study, Questionnaires were used. Interviews were held. 
The tabulation of these revealed some very significant facts 
concerning Negro high sohools of Texas. 
In her Chapter VI the writer gives suggestions far the 
improvement of the sohools studied. Some of the important 
suggestions are that sohools subsoribo to membership in the 
Progressive Eduoation Association) subsoribe to and read 
professional literature) better understand progressive theo­
ries and philosophies) and have a school philosophy with 
T 
15. 
•which all teachers of the school are familiar, so that their 
own philosophies of education will be in accord with it. 
Another point brought out is the great need shown for vo­
cational training. Another suggestion made is the great 
need evidenced by the study for increase in salaries paid 
the workers in the sohools studied. 
In the final chapter of the study the writer advises 
further study on the subject. 
16. 
CHAPTER III A SUMMARY OP THE DEVELOPMENT OP 
PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION 
17. 
A SUMMARY OP THE DEVELOPMENT 
OP 
PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION 
Progressive eduoation is not a novelty of this day. 
There have always been those of a generation who recognised 
th© faot that ohang© was needed in educational methods. 
In the Middle Ages it was believed that eaoh person 
was bora with a fund of knowledge, innate ideas, and 
self-evident truths. Learning then consisted of the 
drawing-out' prooess. Pupils wero questioned in suoh 
a my that they beoame aware of what they already knew. 
Learning was merely a recognition of knowledge already 
present. 
In 1690 John Looks introduced his tabula rosa theory 
and for the first time learning was considered a taking­
ly prooess rather than one of drawing out. The next de­
velopment was the idea that since learning was derived 
from experience, there must be laws to explain this learn­
ing through experience. Here it was that the laws of 
association gained their greatest favor. 
The next great step in the oonoept of learning came 
with the work of Bbbinghaus. His two main contributions 
were first, the successful attempt to make psyohologioal 
procedure scientific, and second, his contribution to 
the measurement of memory. Both of these advances have 
had lasting effects. The curve of forgetting which he 
developed in his memory experiments in the ™A4W still 
stand as authentic.1 
Continuing with the development of progressive ideas in 
eduoation we come to the work of Thoradike. He proposed three 
laws of learning which were widely accepted and whloh had 
great influence on teaching procedures for many years. His 
laws wore (1) the Law of Use, (2) the Law of Disuse, and (3) 
the Law of Effect. 
2 
1. J.Murray Lee and Doris May Lee. The Child end His 




The group Ismrsn as bohwriorists had groat of foot on 
teaching# They had their basis in the sttnttlus—reanonso 
psychology and the conditioned response# This group an­
alyses each reaction end insists that all learning is of 
the ettsr *lu»-respouse type# 
Then we hare the group which advocated the idea that 
learning takes place as a result of oonnoctions made# They 
do not feel that the biological neke-up of the subject has 
much to do with actions# ThAir main into root is in finding 
situations and conditions under which connections are node 
end learning takes plaoe# 
The latest of the schools of thought concerning learn­
ing and how it takes place are the Gestaltlcts# who# 
1 
ing to Lee and lee, 
" #»#« are the loaot well understood# They do not# as 
others do# try to simplify all learning into one simple 
pattern or process* Theirs is essentially a psychology 
of synthesis rathor than of analysis. They think of learn­
ing as Insight or understating# not of a aeries of foots 
or^details# but of a whole or pattern in viilch tlio details 
take their logical places# They hare taken a whole now vo­
cabulary# The school hod Its inception said early develop­
ments in Germany# led by Kurt Koffka and Wolfgang Kohler# 
2 
III his disousslon of Geste.lt Psychology# Kohler says« 
According to the most genoral definition of Gestalt# the 
process of learning# of reproduction, of striving# of emo­
tional attitude, of thinking, aotirtg# and so forth# may be in­
cluded as subject matter of the gestelt thoorle insofar as 
they do n ot consist of independent elements, but are do-
tor,lined in a situation as a whole# 
acoord-
2# Kblfgcuig Kohler# Gostalt Psyoholegy, Hew Yorkt zloraoe 
Livoright# 1929# p*193• 
19. 
1 
Kugg and Shumaker place the -workers for change in ed­
ucation into three groups, (1) school and college admini 
trators, (2) the students of soientifio education, and (3) 
the real revolutionaries, the advocates of the child-center­
ed schools* 
i f 
The administrators worked from within the system, 
believed essentially in the status quo, and tried to 
undo the evils of the rigid graded so homo by alter­
ing the administrative structure itself* The soien­
tifio students of eduoation coirmitted themselves to 
the techniques of analysis, objective measurement, 
tabulation, and experimentation, and made relatively 
little impress upon either the activities of the sohool 
or the fundamental theory of its reconstruction* 
In the third group mentioned by the authors, Rugg and 
Shumaker, belong the true revoluti onarl.es, Parker, Devmy, 
Kilpatrick,and their kind* Those eduoators insisted that 
the child should bothe oenter of the school* Foremost of 
these was Dewey* Speaking of him we find in the Progress­
ive Education Advancet 
The educator whose work has most profoundly in­
fluenced the movement is John Dewey* It wns he who 
first saw clearly the educational implications of the 
soienoee of life and realised that there was need of 
applying soientifio method in the reconstruction of 
eduoation* His Laboratory Sohool, established at the 
University of Chicago in 1896, differed widely in theo­
ry and in practice from other schools of the time* 
Opposing Dewey and his group were those who upheld the 
doctrine of discipline* This group almost never gave any 
a 
consideration to the growth of the child through self-ex-
Tills conflict pros si on as did the group led by Decwy* 
T- kugg and shumaEer, op*olt*, p*21* 
2. Progressive Eduoation Association, Progressive Ed-




botwoen the two main eohools of thought in America 
waged for thirty years. It rages still 
greater degree than ever before. From Rugg and Shumaker 
we find something of the philosophy and miic of Dewey. 
S ,to everlasting orodit that his 
above maelstrom of economic o.x-
ploitation. rapid urbanisation, mass education, and 
to ft-ame critical hypotheses for the intellectual base 
of the new national school system# 
It vas in 1896 that John and Mary Dewey, in oampany 
i 2? c!?llo0£uos ̂  neighbors, started their little 
laboi'a«ary school. A thoroughly radical institution 
, ?53» '^ith neither sohool subjects nor convention^ 
al furniture, the first important overt expression of 
the growing protest against the form al sohool. Of 
course, in this, their first escape from the conven­
tional ordor, they wrung far with the experimental 
pendulum. Ilany thought that their experiment exempli­
fied only seholastio chaos# For several years it grow 
slowly, a true innovation, throwing overboard most of 
the established principles of order. Leading Seduoa-
tors of the oountry visiting it went away determined 
not to practice that form of educational anarchy in 
their own sohools# 
Nevertheless, it was in these fomative years and 
through the trial and error of radical experimentation 
that John Deirey suoooodod in phrasing the new doctrines 
of educational reconstruction. «... In striving to cut 
through the crust of the disciplinary conception he 
seised upon the doctrine of growth and activity# This 
leader of the first real protest sohool of our times 
was guided, therefore, by children's " full spontaneous 
interests and intentions''. 
today in probably 
This influence of the great reformer never seems to have 
waned. Discussing the persistence of Dewey's theory, Lee and 
2 
Lee write' 
In 1913 Dewey wrote a little book "Interest and Effort 
In Education" Which is still the most valuable book writ­
ten on the subject. Every teacher or prospective teacher 
should read and think through this short but oruoial dis­
cussion. 
IV Rugg and ShuhaKr, op.oit.. pp .38-39. 
2. Lee and Lee, op.clt., p*115. 
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Besides the Dewjy Laboratory Sohool there were a few 
otter schools -vigorously experimenting with the now theory 
of education.. Qno of these schools was the elementary school 
in the Sohool of Kduoation at the University of Ohioago. 
Another ms the laboratory sohool at tho University of Miss­
ouri. A third was tho Francis W. Porter Sohool of Chicago.1 
A brief review of tire Parter School is taken frosa. Rugg 
and Shmaater* 
It was opened in 1901 under the leadership of Flora 
J. Cock© and a faculty of sixteen members, moat of whom, 
ted bean associated in tho Cook County Stomal School 
"Kith Colonel Parter himself. 
For more than a quarter of a century tills sohool has 
lent an iaiportan t Impetus to the continuance of the 
child-growia tradition. .... In the elementary division 
of the Francis IS. Parter School the curriculum was or­
ganised around concrete activities which were oho sen 
an terms of pupil needs and personal development. 
Many otter such schools developed, or their theories were 
practiced. But it was not until the Vorld ox I that the ma­
jority of educators were made absolutely cognizant of the fact 
that same thing definitely and positively was wrong with the 
educational system as it existed. Previously, Professor Kil-
patriok had enlightened those who were particularly interest­
ed in educational change. There was much interest in the 
theory of the whole question, but little praotioal applica­
tion* Results of testing during the World V ar I proved the 
practicality of the theories of Dewey and his oolleagues.In 
1919, ft small group of educators founded the Progressive tfdue 
eation Association. From the mouth-piooe of tide organization. 
Rugg and Shumatcer, op.oit., p.42. 
2. Ibid, pp.42-43. 
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something of the history of the group may be learnedt 
In the winter of 1918-1919, a snail group of toaoh-
ers and laymen interested in the new type of education 
•were brought together by Stanwood Cobb, head of the 
Chevy Chase Country Day School, and met weekly in Wash­
ington, D«C», to develop plans for organising the many 
but scattored attempt®s at eduoational reform going on 
in various parts of the country. Through organisation 
they aimed to unite those engaged in experimental work 
and to enlist the interest of the lay public, thus 
building up an informed publio opinion regarding the 
new type of education vhloh would bring about the im­
provement of Ariorioan schools. Be cause no other name 
suggested seemed more appropriate, they oalled the new 
organization the Progressive Education Association, 
with the seal and idealism of reformers this anall 
group of organisers began their work, •••• One of the 
first tasks was to formulate a set of statements of the 
eduoational beliefs vhioh would aarve as a working basis 
for organizing the Association,1 
After mush discussion, seven statements v»re agreed upon. 
In the interest of brevity, only their topio headings shall 
be set forth hero# rather than a dlsoussion of tha* as is 
2 
given in the magazine. 
The statements accepted vjoroi 
1* Freedom to develop naturally 
2, Interest, the m otlve of all work 
3, The teacher a guide, not a taskmaster 
4, Scientific study of pupil development 
5, Greater attention to all that affects the 
ohild's physical development 
6, Cooperation between school and home to meet 
the needs of ohild life 
7, The progressive school a leader in eduoation­
al movements 
The first public meeting of the organisation was in 
Washington, D. C. in March, 1919, Bach year since, conferences 
have been hold. These conferences are open to the publio, for 
of the tasks was to try to convert parents and the public one 
1, iVogressive education Association, op,olt,, pp,4-5. 
2, Ibid, pp, 5-16, 
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to the new educational point of view. The early membership 
3 mdo ̂  of teaohore of private schools and parents be­
cause changes might be more easily made in programs of private 
schools than in programs of public schools. However, there 
has been of late a steady growth in professional membership 
of the organisation. Many -who became members were followers 
of Deroy* This educational philosophy beoame more definitely 
tho basis of thinking of those actively working with the 
association, Dr* Dewey was made Honorary President of the 
Association* 
Because of the orisis of recent years, with its effects 
upon education* there has been a shift in emphasis from the 
problems of child growth to the problems of our economio 
social life* There are ooasittees of the Association <WHtig 
Tilth different phases of education* such as child development* 
pre-ochool curriculum, experimental schools* eduoational free­
dom* and interoultural education* 
The Association has issued no comprehensive statement of 
its philosophy of eduoation* for they fbel that there is probably 
no one inclusive statement with which all of its members would 
1 
agree* 
In this chapter* the writer has attempted to give some small 
idea of the growth of the progressive eduoational movement* Many 
events have tended to interfere with this development• Fortunately* 
there were* in eaoh generation, those who would not be discouraged* 
VJbrld problems have confronted the people of our oountry al­
most to tho neglect of our eduoational system, in spite of 
24. 
the fact that education for all is one of the ideal• of our 
democracy. But out of most evils come some good. Out of the 
Eferld War I oaiao this recognition of soma of the weaknesses 
of our eduoational system insofar as preparing pupils to faoe 
the issues of life are concerned. There arose a determination 
to find those weaknesses and to remedy thorn if possible, 
iienoe, the great change in eduoational trends since that tine. 
But in all fairness to those who oarae before that tine. 
*• must realise and should appreciate that • 
Hew schools are not unique \idth our generation. Since 
the first days of our national life each generation, oaoh 
decade has had its new education. •*». Until the turn of 
the oentury. hovever, practically ovory innovation was an 
attack upon the surface, an attempt at administrative ar­
rangement, not at fundamental reconstruction.1 
I. Bugg and siiumaSr, op.cit., pp.11-12. 
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CHAPTER IV THE STUDY 
An Analysis of the Situation at Cuney Sohool 
Tho Teachers 
a- Professional Training and Growth 
b- Techniques and Methods of Teaching 
o- Philosophy and Objectives of Education 
d- Evaluation of Prooedure 
Evaluation of the Sohool 





a- As Interpreted by the C antral Office 
b- As Interpreted by Cuney Sohool 
Instructional Equipment and Supplies 
a- The Library 




Progressive Procedures as Advocated by Ac­
cepted Authorities 
B. 
A Contrast of Progressive Procedures with 
the Situation as Pound at Cuney Sohool 
C. 
- LIBRARY 
miRH VIEW ITATI couen 
26# 
Th« S«n Antonio School System is on* whioh noli 
perimentation for the purpose of improring ei^ phase of its 
program# 
I 
The Aystsm Is definitely not a traditional one# Aa early 
as 1910 there oould be reoognlaed trends auay from the tradi­
tional# Slnoe this 
the ohange 
that the sohool aooepted a new philosophy of eduoatlon along 
idth other schools of the oountry# probably as a result of 
pressure brought about by the effects of World War I# 
'• early for sohool s of the South# 
,s not until the year 1919-1920 •s gradual# It 
The Teaohere 
Profosslcml Training and OroTrth 
The inproYwoent of teaohors In serrloe is of great inport-
anoo# One of the first says progresslvena ss sua shorn by the 
Its deliberate and aystomatic attempt 
to better the professional training of the teaohere In senrioe. 
As an example of thisi 
The Southeast Texas Teachers' Institute 
system In question 
organised for 
teachers of teenty-one oounties In that eeotion of the state# 
These teachers net for professional improvement the first week 
of September annually from 1916 to 1988# Attendance of teaohere 
s required# Attenianoe of teaohere 
s checked oarefully# even to the point of 
of the San Antonio System 
of this system 
tanning salary for abi 
27. 
Before 1910, no professional growth was urged. 
From 1910 tO 1915, attendance was urged. 
From 1915 to 1935, attendance was required. 
Since 1935 there has been no Institute, but there is 
now an Open Forum hold many tines during the year and at 
which there may be heard some of the best lecturers of the 
country on eduoational topics. Attendance at these lectures 
is required as a means of professional growth. Cuney School 
teachers attend fairly regularly. 
In discussing what teacher preparation means to eduoa-
tlonal work, Harold Benjamin has said in his introduction to 
texbt "The distance between the old and tha new 
elementary school may well be measured in terns of the pro-
fessionalistation of their teachers." 
In regard to this question tho writer invites your at­
tention to tho following facte. 
Eleven teachers of the faculty of Cuney School hold B.S. 
o# A.B. degrees; one holds a Master's degree. 





LATEST DATES OF FORMAL STUDY OF TEACHERS 
Year 1928 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 
Tcacli^ 1 1 5 2 1 1 1 ire 
66 
This table shows that approximately half of the teachers 
1 - H .11 -llraxfeon.SolencoTh the Elementary Sohool. New York» 
MoGraw Hill Book Company, 1937, p.ri. 
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have don® no formal study for fire years, although all have 
technical qualifications for eleotion and re-eleotion. 
Besides attendance at Institutes and Forums as TO 11 as 
formal study, another means of inservioe- growth is subscrip­
tion to and reading of professional literature, 
A record of the professional reading of the twelve teach­
ers of the school as shown by their subscriptions to profess­
ional literature followBi 
Five subscribe for professional literature. 
Three use that of faoulty members vho proscribe. 
Two purchase such literature at news stands. 
Two take no literature at all. 
On the shelves of the sohool office were eighteen copies 
of professional books accumulated through the kindness of the 
Central Office, as a means of encouraging professional study. 
Only one of the books is dated prior to 1928. The library 
cards for the books show little, or no, use of the books. Upon 
questioning the clerk who had been there for some few years, 
the books had not been used much, curing the two years of the 
writer's connection with the sohool TO have had book reports 
and discussions of several of the books in faoulty meetings. 
Techniques and Method of Teaching 
In some rooms visited it oan be readily BO en that the 
work has been well planned in advanoe; there is skill in stim­
ulating thought and interost as TOll as activity on the part 
T. .Tnhn A.MelandTketter Elementary schools. Department of 
Education,State of Illinois, 1941, p,77, 
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o the pupils# It is in these few rooms of the sohool that 
one iinds a definiteneas of aim# an organisation and a oare-
ful "claction of subject matter# and proper devslopswnt# in 
some degree, of habits and attitudes on the part of the pupils# 
Here, too# are found happily working, "liying" ohildren. 
On the other hand# there are far too few rooms of the 
sohool inhere eyen a casual observation shows that the work has 
not been carefully planned, seleoted# or organisedi where there 
is little or no attempt to stimulate thohght or intersstf 
no activity on the part of the ohildren# very little, indeed, 
on the part of the teachers *f these particular rooms# Subject 
matter is seleoted by oonseoutive pages# The habits and attitudes 
of the ohildren are anything but desirable# Rather than happy, 
busy children, they are "desk-sitters" and the teachers are 
rather on the order of "lesson-hearers"# 
Philosophy and Objectives of aduoatlon 
That the reader may know that such prooedure as the latter 
described is not the type advocated by the sohool system of 
whioh Cuney Sohool is a part# the following exoorpts are taken 
from Elementary Principals' Bulletinsi 
Some Characteristics of an Adequate Sohool Program 
The control theme of an elementary cohool program is child 
growth| growth toward the objectives of aooial usefulness and 
worthy solf—snti sfaotioo# 
A well*trainad teacher with a functioning oonoopt of teach­
ing as guidance and a philosophy of life itiioh gives oonaldk 
e rati on to the principle of servioe to others# 
A principal who is able to help teaehers grow in actual 
teaching situations# 
1, tJan Antonio Public Sohools# aiomentaiy Principals' Bull­
etin, Ho >4# January# 1942, p#S# 
so. 
„ ? J*roodly organ!Bod program that includes the all-sawssawsE sSsS^ 
As o&rly as the sohool year 1928-1924 a definite transition 
to progressive methods was som in written statements free the 
Office of the Superintendent of Schools asking that each teaoher 
aake her own progrem with the assistanoe of the principal and the 
Director? that little homer® rk bo given? that pupils he made to 
ffeel the need fbr learning certain facts In order to 
_ 2 
purposes which neesi worthwhile to them. 
aooompllah 
These Gtaternants are made to bring out tho point that the 
educational program of the San Antonio schools as a whole is pro­
gressive, raid has boon for some years. And to nako more snphatlo, 
hy oontrast, the statement that some individual schools of that 
system still border on tho traditional. 
Sreiluation. Prooeduros 
By virtue of her position as principal of tho sohool of this 
study, the writer felt it hor personal responsibility to determine 
to what extent the program of the sohool as it now is laoks pro-
gresslveness and how it may be improved. The writer has continu­
ously attempted to make evaluations objectively, rather than to 
draw conclusions upon what may be unfair and too-infrequent obser­
vation. The writer went into this study with the fina oonviotion 
that the work of supervision is complementary to teaching. 
1. San !Ah£oaio Public Schools, Blomontary Prinolpals1 Bull­
etin. Ho.7. April, 1942, p.24. 
2. Ibid, p.4. 
si. 
nothing apart from it. Teachers and principale mot plan to. 
gethor. Ideas froci all must he coordinated, cullod, and 
Into an active and on effsotivo program. Suoh a program, if 
it is to he adequate, mst h© founded on the objectives of ed­
ucation. Shore must be some statement of the purposes of the 
educational program. These statement e will be dependent upon 
tee philosophy of education which one holds. 
The Sen Antonio school authorities have not imposed any 
one philosophy of e<Mcatlon upon the school G of the syBteoo. The 
broad idea which they advocate is that tho school shall be for 
tee pupilj that all else is subiridiaryj that tee eduoationel 
program of its schools should be based upon an understanding 
of child nature and provide for individual differences in the 
daily activities of the sohool. It is espooted that each school 
shall have a philosophy which is agreod upon and accepted by the 
teachers of that school and that tho aohool philosophy shall be 
in aooord with tee philosophy of tho system. 
In an attempt to learn the philosophy of the individual 
teachers of the school, tee writer found that there Is little 
agreement between those stated, and further, teat,. Judging from 
the statements, there was not a olear understanding of teat a 
philosophy of education is. Honoo, in one of tee staff meet-
ings of tee year, reports TO re made by assignment, on philosophies 
of eduoation. Ho check has dnoe bean made by tho writer, but. 
It is hoped that there is greater agreement as a shall be made. 
result of having called attention to philosophies, for the teachers* 
•• • • 
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as mil as the school's philosophy is a very important fac­
tor in bhe suocess of the sohool program# In writing on 
this topic# Tidyroan saysi 
Some writers on eduoat on insist that the toaoher 
can do nothing without a philosophy of eduoation# mean­
ing by this that every time he lans an assignnent# 
selects words for the spelling lesson# or writes a 
note to a oritioal parent, he is oonsciously guided 
by definite aims and objectives# • ••• The only thought 
involved (in such a prooedure) is to deoide when to 
use a particular plan# and frequently that becomes a 
matter of routine# •••• The fuljy equipped teacher not 
only possesses a oomplete stock of plans and oonorete 
methods for teaching various types of lessons# organ­
izing extracurricular aotivitios, and the like, but he 
also has a commend of the elements, factors# and prin­
ciples which enter into the making of his plan of pro­
cedure# • It is difficult to see how a teacher o an 
continue to do effective work without some ability to 
vary plans to meet changing conditions# 
This is the peculiar contribution of a philosophy of 
education! it provides a technique and a fund of infor­
mation by whioh a partioular plan of procedure can be 
constructed to meet a novel situation# 
1 
The system fender di sous si on believes in damooratio liv­
ing within and vriLthout the school# They believe to be 
one of the purposes of eduoation# and the purpose whioh is wide 
in its inolusion. Sinoe this is also the belief of the Eduo*-
tional Polioies Commission, it is natural that this system 
should also advocate, though not im ose, the objectives of 
this Commission# 
The four large educational objectives as stated by ^his 
2 
Commission are« 
The Objectives of Self-Realization 
The Objeotlvos of Human Relationship 
The Objectives of Soonomio Efficiency 
The Objeotlvos of Civic Responsibility 
r.^.ZTrfi. New York. Farrar ano ianehait,l»o<,pf.oo-o/. 




During the first year's assignment to the school, vhioh 
was the year 1941-1942 , the situation was studied only casually, 
*bH?ly as a duty of supervision. But the result of this casual 
observation provoked the need for this study. Benoe. during 
the school- year 1943-1943, an analysis of the situation 
mad© on Hie basis of the assunptions that (1) so™ of the pro­
cedures of the school are not progressive, (2) some progressive 
procedures are epplioable to the situation, end (3) the applica­
tion of progressive procedures will improve the program of in­
struction in the school. 
She principal ship is concerned both with adnini stration 
end supervision. Adnini stration, or the management of the busi­
ness affairs of the school, is the leas important and more easily 
effected of the two* The supervision of the school is very im­
portant and no easy task, if real results are dosirod, "Super­
visory control is oonoemed with vhat should be taught, to thorn, 
by whom, how, and to that purpose." 
It was a desire for the best possible results whioh caused 
the writer to undertake this study. That the evaluation would 
be more fair and just than the one of the previous year, there 
rare made in the year 1943-19431 
1. An ©valuation of the school and its curriculum 
2. An evaluation of individual teachers in greater detail 
3. A study Of instructional equipment and supplies, especial-
ly of the library 
By means of appraisal, the principal seeks to determine 
School supervision. Hew Yorki 




of the effects, and 
appraises especially the instructional 
t?d^elop!l USh **** th® ohildron supposed 
program 
are necessary in view 
Evaluation of the School 
A thorough evaluation of any school would oover a muoh 
larger scope than that undertaken in this study. Each phase 
of sohool life is of suoh importance that Justice cannot he 
don© 'stien too many are included in a study. The scope of 
this study has been narrowed to that point in accord with the 
stops in appraisal as outlined by Kytei 
The major phases of appraisal are (l) delimitation of 
the situation to bo appraised! (2) seleotion of the ori-
teria to be used as a basis for making the Judgment si 
(3) selection of the procedures for gathering the necess­
ary data| (4) control of all variables except tho factor 
to be appraised! (5) organisation and analysis of the in­
form ationi (6) interpretation of the results. 
After an appraisal of the sohool, an appraisal of the in­
dividual teachers was next undertaken. 
Considering the development of the children first in im­
portance and the developm e nt of the teachers second, the 
principal shoulo plan his program of the appraisal of the 
teachers and their teaching# Supervisory observation, test­
ing programs, or teacher-rating become valuable moans foe 
evaluation# 
The evaluation of the sohool was done by the use of an e-
valuation shoot for checking character!sties of good elementary 
2 
T , *n-rr Principal at ork, Boston! Sinn and 
Company, 1941, p#469# 
2. Ibid,p.470# 
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school oompilod^by the Clemen tary Dirioion of the San Antonio 
School System# 'i-'his shoot is used by all elementary schools 
of the San An tonio system# Before this instrunont was used it 
•was carefully checked against criteria sot up by recognised au-
f 
thorltiss on the subjsot of evaluation* 
Aa can be so en from a study of tto evaluation shoot, the 
good elementary sohool id.ll rate "adequate" on more items than 
it vdll rate "inadequate", 
sheet, principals were advised to oonsiler it In tarns of per­
centages and to plan a future progretn for the sohool in the 
light of the findings. 
A careful and impartial rating of Cunsy School,by this 
do vice, shows the following results* 
In answer to 
I, Is the program conceived and operated as a "whole "T 
of the ten items, there vero 
? i 






(1) definite "no"2 iteme 
In answer to 
II, Do the children servod by the sohool enjof a 
rounded program of living? 
of the 17 items, there were 
a- adequate 3 items 
b- inadequate — 10 items 
o- oomr.ents 
(l)"on oeoassion 4 items 
• A copy of the afreet used in this evaluation program 
may be seen in Appendix A. 
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In answer to 
HI# Is the school contributing in a vay 
to the realisation of demooratio idealsT 
of the 10 items# there -were 
a- adequate 
b» inadequate ——— 
o« comments 





In answer to 
IV# Ie the school program baaed on the interests# 
needs, and capacities of the ohildren it serves? 












In answer to 
V# Are ohildren provided guided experiences in 
all important phases of living? 
of the 11 items, there were 
a- adequate —— 
b* inadequate — 
7 
4 
In answer to 
Is the sohool an integral part of the community 
it serves? 
of the 6 items# there wwre 
a~ adequate —••••••••— 0 




In flnswr to 
Do the physioal facilities and instructional 




of the 6 items, there 
P.- adequate ——. 




In answer to 
VIII, /ire the personal and professional growth and 
security of the school staff fostered? 





In ansxrer to the last 
IX. Does the plan of organization and administra*. 
tion of the school foster democratic values? 
of the 6 items, there we re 
a- adequate «~— 




Totaling we find that thero are 80 points ftpon Mch the 




Looking back at and interpreting these figures, if tte 
should consider only the score of adequate iter is of the 80, 
the school would rate only 27/<> adequate. 
Considering 2, of the 4 points "on occasion" with the 





AsaunJag that the wlter le extremely critical and ijc 
patient for results « and giving benefit of the doubt to those 
whoso work is being directly evaluated, let ue take one-half 
of the inadequate points, as scored, and figure them as ade­
quate, This rates 55%, little acre than a school "half good*. 
Going further, and taking half of the 44 inadequate points, 
as well as half of the 14 comments, with the 22 adequate points, 
the school will reoeive a rating of 63.7 %, 
ihe writer is aware of the fact that criteria set up for 
schools point toward the ideal. She is also avaro of the fact 
that few situations, if any, outside the laboratory are ideal. 
But the results of this evaluation show too great inadequacies 
and can but mean that there exist serious weaknesses somevhere 
in the program. Therefore, en attempt was made to locate these 
weaknesses. 
Evaluation of Teaching Procedures 
An evaluation of individual teachers was made. For this 
purpose the evaluation sheet for teachers devised by the Super­
intendent of the Public Schools of East Saint Louis, Missouri, 
This particular devioe was selected as it had boon 
suggested by the Superintendent's office of the San Antonio 
School System along with other suggestions for evaluation in 
a bulletin compiled and sent out by the Publio Schools of Pitts­
burg, Pennsylvania. 
was used.* 
"• Copy of this evaluation sheet may be seen in appendix B. 
• • » 
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TAOS II 
EVALUATION OP TEACHERS 
BT 
&AB2 ST. LOUIS IBSTRUMSHT 
oWiuation ^Valuation—Variation ' 
II I to II 
ToacJ*: 
ors 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ' * =S 
Points Rank Points Rank Points Rank 
A 2 11 4 9.6 2 1.6 
B 6 1 1.6 0 - .5 
0 4 5.5 6 5.5 1 0 #tb\Z.y • 
0 3 9 4 9.5 1 - .5 
E 4 5.5 5 1 5.5 0 
F 3 9 5 2 5.5 3.5 
0 4 5.5 5 1 5.5 0 
2.5 1.5 1 H 6 1 5 
4* 
-2 II. I 3 0 3 9 
1 5 5.5 0 5.5 4 J 
5.5 0 •3 2.5 5 5 K 
By way of emanation of use of this rating device 
it should bo stated that the principal is allowed 6 points 
for rating the teachers under his supervision# those points 
to be "distributed &3 follows! teaching ability, 3 pointsj 
disciplinary ability, 2 points* professional attitude 1 
point"• 
1 
for Inmwinr rr^lfcrg'Tubiro Sohools, _ 
Teaching Prooedure, 1938, Artiole IV, p.l^. 
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This device was used only casually in the latter part of 
the first year of the writer's oomootion with the 
point evaluation for that checking will be ibund in column 2, of 
Table II above* The rank of each teacher, as compared with the 
ratings of the other teaohero of the school whose work was oval-
uatcd at the same time and by tlio sane fbra* is shorn in oAlunm 3. 
Columns 4 and 5 show the earns features of the second emit 
tioa* This sceond evaluation was mado in 'ooombor of tto seoond 
year of the writer's oonneotion with the school* 
Column 6 shows the ohango, if ai$r* of each teacher In point 
evaluation and column 7 shows the ohango# if ary* of rank from 
the first to the seoond evaluation* 
There were only sloven teaohers on the faculty of the sohool 
the first year of the rating* Thero were twelve teaohers the 
second year* Although the additional teacher was rated along 
with «xe other teachers* her points are not oonsidered in the table 
as it would affoot the comparative ratings of tho first and the 
second evaluations of the other teaohers* Hsnoo, consideration of 
her evaluations is omitted entirely hero* 
school# The 
Still hoping to get a true picture of the situation* in spite 
of the faot that the work had been done as objectively as possible* 
The seoond form the writer nozfc used a different rating socio. 
This form was oooqplled by the writer used was more in detail* 
after much oonoontratod study of reoent literature on the mbject. 
It was oheokod against aooeptod criteria* 
i; Bbfest 'i'hla IbiiTmay be seen In Appendix C. 
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TABLE III 
EVALUATION OP TKACHffiS 
BT 
SPECIAL INSTRUMENT Ft® CONST SCHOOL 
Toach» Evaluation Evaluation •viatica &rx>rvi oora 
Z to II Rating I era II 
1 2 8 4 6 6 7 8 9 Points Roiirfcs Rank Saul: Points Rank Points Sank 
• V 
A 58 62 11 11 19 0 45 11 
B 79 92 2 2 IS 0 86 1 
0 69 84 6.6 9 6 2,5 71 9.6 
D 48 81 10 10 18 0 71 9*6 
S 74 4,6 6 6 - .5 82 8 
P 9 ie so 68 1*6 •5 78 7.6 
-1 7 8 •6 80 80 66 6.5 4.6 
4 0 H 5 86 1 76 80 
2 18 78 7.6 I 52 70 8 
6 • *5 80 4.5 4.6 J 76 60 
79 16 0 4 1 K 81 96 
Bote* 
fho rctiirs of supervisors as shorn above ma c*ven by fecial 
roquost of the rrritor in further attempt to sat impartial Judflnaat 
concerning the situation* 
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The two exceptions were the two teachers ranked lowest. In 
both of these oases the supervisors and the writer narked low. 
The r^rsfc evaluation on this fora was node in January. 1943. 
The second was cade in May. 1943. The supervisors ratings were made 
in March. 1943. 
Between ratings by the writer, individual conferences and 
professional meetings were held. 
Results of those ratings are shown in Table III. Colums 2 
and 3 show total points rated on the first and socond evaluations, 
respectively. Columns 4 and 5 show the ratings by plaoe. or the 
rank of teachers for the first and second evaluations respectively. 
Column 6 shows the change, if any, in point ranking and oolumn 7 
shows the change, if any, in rank from the first to the second 





^^Interpreted by the Central Offlow 
Two progressive features of the school system under die-
cussion are in its interpretation of the curriculum 
vi tat ion to all concerned with the instructional program of the 
system to participate in constructing the curriculum These 
joints are continuously emphasized in bulletins from the Central 
Office# An excerpt from one followst 
The curriculum of the elementary sohool oonsists of the 
total of educative experiences of children during their 
life in the elementary sohool. The children achieve the ob­
jectives of eduoation through the ourrioulum. The curricu­
lum is not merely a course of study. It represents all the 
activities transpiring in sohool life through whioh a child 
learns# The various studies, organised activities, ani the 
entire sohool life of the sohool make upthe curriculum.Each 
makes its contribution to the attainments of the goals of 
education# 1 
Even more progressive than the above is a later considera­
tion of the part the child should play in the planning of the 
ourrioulum for the new school# 
A comprehensive analysis of ourrioulum needs in all areas 
should be studied in order that plans may be made with the 
children for a well-balanoed program of activities# It may 
be well to study achievements of individual ohildren in the 
subject matter fields# A thorough diagnosis should be made 




1# San An-bonio M>ilb Schools, Elementary Principals' Bull­
etins. No#5, February, 1938# p.l# 
2, San Antonio Publio Schools, Elementary Principals' Bull­
etins. No 4, January, 1943, p.l# 
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As Interpreted by Cuney iww. 
mo majority of the teachers of the sohool feel that the 
Curriculum. Guide sent out by the Central Office settles the af­
fair of all curriculum planning. The Guide is aooepted by some as 
was the course of study of the traditional sohool. In planning 
the work for the semester or for the week, it is very often so 
religiously followed that one would think the following of it 
determines the keeping of one*s job. %ny teachers do not seem 
bo realize that it is quite a flexible guide, somet upon which 
to base the experiences of the school activities that there may 
be same unity in the procedures and the results of the various 
schools of the system* 
Especially at this time is it neoessary to understand the 
r " 
flexibility of the curriculum, when so much oan be done toward 
-
enriching the lives of the children whose paronts are giving their 
time to defense vrork* 
There are those teachers in the school vho acoopt the Guide 
r. " 
as suoh, and many and varied activities are interestingly and ef­
fectively carried on in the classrooms of these teachers. It is 
these teachers who accept the theory that education is continuous­
ly going on, and that there should no longer be any extra-curriou-
lar activities in the school. 
But even moat of these teachers are reluctant to participate 
in planning the ourrioulum of the sohool* This is one feature 
which shall receive special emphasis in the future by the writer. 
Professional reading and meetings have done something toward 
broakong down this idea concerning the ourrioulum. 
-A 
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BqUIHJlUT AND SUPTUBt 
^ thia di 'ou Q si on. equlpnont la to include thooa 
artiolee v/hioh are used but of tfdeh the supply la a ot 
©d by the uao. SuppHoa are thoaa artiolee diioh are da l©t©d 
In amount by uao. 
The Library 
Of all instructional equipment. the library la protebly the 
no at important in actual child development. 
In Cuney School, the only library bocks *hloh are dlstrlbo-
ted out of the aohool Of floe are teachers' professional book a. 
Of theae there are eighteen late bo oka. Bo 
either by record or by uae made of the book, that they had 
of rauoh aosietnnoo to the faculty.. 
noted. 
There la no speoirl teacher or ro<m for library work la the 
itlonal ae aohool. Baoh rocm haa lta OTB library of booka fbr 
11 aa informational reading, 
ly accessible to the ahildrsn of thet 
The b oke in • oet ro 
> They are for 
eery reliable i 
are rwadl-
la 
elder aohool and are so 
children. In moat rocne thore will be fbtsid mndiag re. la 
freedom la the ealeetlon of these rooms ohildron are given 
library boo&e. Eaoh rocm has a 
is a shortage of chairs, 
by the group. They enjoy the 
Only one ro 
eerrloe", dare, under the superrleicn of the 
librarian Wio ohecke books In end out to 
and a library table. ro 
shelves have ohelre 
a groat deal, 
hool haa d»at night be sailed 'library 
ro 





There are three other roans in the school which allow 
greater freedom in the selection end 
than do the remaining eight rooms. 
The Curriculum Guide of the 
use of their libraries 
system suggests a of 
sixty minutes weekly for a combined lite rat re and library per­
iod for grades one to three, inclusivej this is in addition to 
2 
the supplementary reading of the groups. The Guide suggests a 
minimum of tiro hours -weekly for literature and library periods 
of the upper grades of the elementary school, in addition to 
the supplementary reading to be done by them. 
The school has a total of 376 well selected books for chil­
dren's recreational and informational reading. Most of these are 
in good condition. In addition, there is an average of twelve 
Winston's Simplified Dictionaries for each room having a class 
of fourth, fifth, or sixth grados. A Vfebster's Dictionary is 
supplied for each teacher's desk. Each rocta has a Bible and there 
are ten extra Bibles for sohool use. Although disoussion of de­
nominational differences is not alloirod, Bible reading is a part 
of the daily program. 
The school has five sets of encyclopedia, three sets of whioh 
were stored away vhen the writer went to the sohool. They are all 
now easily aocessible to all students, although they are plaood 
in rooms In which are found the five most advanced classes. The 
latest of these has been sent to the sohool in the past two years 
and is the Britannloa Junior with loose-loaf edition. 
The Elementary Division adds annually to the stock of b oks 
1. San Antonio WbTio Schools, Curriculum Guide,pp.14-18. 
2. Ibid, pp* 18-20. 
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of oaoh school. This has boon 
During the school 
of ,363.23 for library books for Its 
this amount 
a procedure for the past ten years. 
year 1941-1942 this dividioft spent a total 
45 elementary schools. Of 
* §47.03 wont to the three Negro schools, giving an 
average of §15.67 for each of the throo. The remaining §816.20 
was spent on the 42 white schools, giving an average og §19.19. 
Of the §15.67 average for Negro schools, Cuney received books 
valued at §15.06. This is pointed out to show that 
ly speaking, Cunoy School gets its fair share of the total amount 
o! ..lOnoy spent ior library books. Although the amount spent for 
Cuney as shorn above is smallest of the amounts stated, the per 
pupil amount received is larger due to the fact that the anroll-
, coraparativo-
mont of Cuney was smallest of the sbhools listed. 
Other Instructional Bqulpmont and Supplies 
A sufficient amount of other instructional equipment and supp 
plies is on hand with few exceptions. These exceptions during the 
past year were some newly adopted textbooks. There were not avail­
able enough copies. The explanation was given by the Supply De­
partment that the increase in enrollment in all Sen Antonio sohools 
due to army concentrations, and defense work in the city was far 
greater than was anticipated when supplies wore ordered. 





















Glass Slide lanterns 
b- Opaque Picture Lantorns 





Brass Paper Fasteners 
Rubber Bands 
Duplicator* 
a» iioktogra ha 
b- iiineographe 
o» Printing Set* 
and 
Such work materials a* soi users, paste, alabaatine, led*. ink, 
clay (river bottom and plastio), paper (drawing, ocnatruotion, 
tracing, wrapping), paints (wagon and Tempera), Bearer Board 
and Plywood. 
These articles, with few exceptions, are given to the schools 
of the oity on the basis of their average daily attondanoe. There 
is a special fund set aside for eaoh school and schools must stay 
within the amount alio tod for any particular year. Cuney gets its 
fair share of these supplies. On i and are mm of each kind. Wwre 
artiolos are classified in the above aooouxrt, Cuney haai 
* 
Of Visual Aids, a glass slide lantomj 
Of Musical Instruments, a piano, six radio* (5 of whioh wre bought 
by the aohool),ono portable Viotrola and 
1 cabinet Viotrola| 
Of Duplicator*, four hektograph*, one Klneograph, three printing 
sots) 
Of paper, all kind*! 
Of Clay, both kind*! and 
Of Paint, all kinds. 
During the sohool year, 1941-1942, a total of I6S46.D4 
spent by the Slementary Division fbr olassroom and instructional 
supplies. Of that amount Cuney reoeived 1146.09 of the *370.86 
spent for Negro sohool*. This amount repro 
the fair o»-third ahare of **gro aohools and tUO ncra ttusi the 
vhlto sohool*. Ounoy School'• allotment 
of 42/ per pupil bawd on average daily attendance aa 
it a CL8.80 acre than 
average spent on 
average 
49. 
against the sy per pupil to all 
32^ per pupil spent for the 42 white 
These figures are emphasised 
Negro school a and as against the 
schools# 
to bring out the point that 
instructional equipment and supplies at the school are in sufficient 
quantity and number for the carrying on of an effective eduoation-
0-1 program# 
Hearty aooporation was given the writer by both su orvisors 
of the hlem entary Department, and especially b y the First 
Assistant Superintendent who is direotly in charge of elementary 
education# These ladies mre ecmro of tho study being made and 
are desirous, too, of improving the situation at Cunoy School# 
It was this spirit of cooperation on tho part of these adminis­
trators which made possible and very helpful the interviews hold 
In which the philosophy, the curriculum, and many othorophasos of 
the school were discussed# From these interviews, many suggestions 
for improvement and oaperlnentation were offoredj oortain supplies 
and equipment which might have been delayed in the ordering or in 
delivery wore hastened to aid in the study# Upon special invita­
tion they made special visitls to the school on several oooaanions 
and assisted, by Mnd criticism and weloome suggestions, in the 
evaluation program# 
1. San Antonio labile Schools, Bulletin of er-Pupil Costs 
of Instruction for the Year 1941-1942, p.2# 
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PROGRESSIVE PROCEDURES AS ADVOCATED 
B 
ACCEPTED AUTHORITIES 
Thar© are eoonomioal and uneoonimloal mothods of teaching. 
Method Is a matter of economy. 
VJhatoror method picks 15) the good Impulses of the child 
and comes forward with desirable activities to desirable 
goals with a minimum waste of energy and tine— that method 
is a good one. 1 
Suoh net ods as these are the "types advooated by the progress­
ive school. In the new school the teacher notes, oatchos, directs, 
and utilized the vast store of energies of children in worthwhile 
activities. These activities in the new school are based on in-
-
terests of the group and should be deliberately planned twward 
satisfying needs of the present day society. "The good sohool 
finds children living and carries them forward into every richer 
living." The new sohool recognizes social needs) identifies chil­
dren's desires) determines whether those desires are to be dis­
couraged or may be controlled and expressed through activities 
to develoo the ohlld to fit properly into our demoeratio 
2 
complicated society. 
In order to know the noeds of the child, the toaoher should 
There are nany things about the child's 
and 
study child nature, 
physical, mental, and environmental nature that « do not know. 
This makes Yet there are nany things we do know and fail to use. 
Hew York1 The John T""T W-TT Activities Sohool, 
Day Company, 1937, p#4* 
2. Ibld,p.l45. 
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for weocmaaioa nrthod. of oJuoaMm. 
demands that tse undsrstajid the Vhole" child. 
between the knowledge of ti» child and our actual oare is enor­
mous. 
The great gap 
Few recognise the many different natures of ohildren and 
the necessity for dlfforont kinds of oare for different types. 
educational procedures of the early school considered 
ly knowledge, Skills, and abilities relating to special subjeotai 
bat education in its broader sense should consider such important 
pupil character!stios as physical, mental, social end emotional 
health} desirable personality and eharaoter traits} viiolesone 
interests and attitudes} and effective methods of thinking. 
In the traditional school children listened} in the school 
1 
Here­
of today, they think and grow as they work. " The new school is 
a child's world in a child's sised onvironmont." 
3 
Eagg ami %hvmk®v speak of eduoatlon in this " C entury of 
the Child" as nothing less than learning through the integration 
of experiences, advocate for today*a eduoation the development of 
the viiolo child, recognise materials as being as broad and as inter­
related as life itself, claim the life of the new school to be 
individuality and experience, that personality evolves from within, 
that individuality develops through growth of u±io power oi self— 
propulsion, and that the new eohool is set upon a radioal program 
of ciiild-centerodno as. 
Progressive eduoation attempts to draw oao uio individual 
2 
pp.l*i-3<-159. 
2. Eugg and Shumakor, op.clt.f p.2. 
ft. 
child's inherent capacities to their fullest develop^, to 
Oroata in which they nay be developed to their full­
est in as life-like situations as the school eariroaaont will 
permit, teether in the olassrom or outside the classroooi. To­
day's education has a new conception of the curriculum. The be­
lief is that all activities of school life are a part of tho 
curriculum, not merely classroom activities. 
Society is continuously changing end tho school must meet 
tho needs of society. The only way to do this is by drastio 
changes in tho curriculum. All extra ourrioular activities of 
tiie old school are now considered a part of the actual curriculum 
of the now school. 
Some of the characteristics of the daily program of the 
progressive school arei (1) flexibility! (2) pi$il participation, 
both in planning and in execution; (3) provision for maximum growth! 
(4) many and varied activities! (P) no printed courses of 3tudy| 
(6) few school subjects, and, in some schools, no subjooto in the 
lower grades, but units of work instead^(7) emphasis in elercntaiy 
grades on physical and natural soienoos, 
2 
Saucier adds to these inolueiveness and emphasis oh the eooial 
element of the assignment. 
Teachers aro required to continually adjust their programs, 
modify their plans, and to better understand tee objeotives of edu-
Therefore, continuous study on the part oatlon in tho new sohool. 
of teachers is advocated by progressive educators. 
?T2E-2i£v PP-72-79. 
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The objectives of education as set forth by the Educational 
Policies Commission are the objectives generally accepted by pro­
gressive ©duoation# Of these objectives it is saidi 
^ _^oatioml objectives, if thoy are to bo of significance 
, oi practical value must not bo established in uo fiance of 
known or ascertainable facte concerning tho econonio and 
the social situation as it is and aB it may become# lbs 
values cherished by individuals and by social groups are the 
products of experience and may be ohanged by the seme foroe 
which erected them# 1 
Progressive education is based upon democratic ideals# This 
fact has been one to itiich -m Americans have pointed with pride 
through tho years, but have not, before the time of progressive 
schools, con side rod the pupil in school as a real oitizen of 
our democracy# Today*s school realizes this and aooepts ob­
jectives as set forth by the Educational Policies Commission# 
A few broad generalizations of the minium essentials 
of a democracy are* 
The General Welfare 
Civil liberty 
Tho Consent of the Governed 
The Appeal to Reason 
The Pursuit of Happiness 
The objectives of education should determine what it is 
to accoES>Uah, what changes in human conduct the schools seek to 
bring about, whether the individual or sooiety ie of greater 
concern., whether education is concerned with ideals and atti­
tudes or simply with facts and skills# Progressive education Is 
concerned with the learner, with hoar, family, and commit;' life, 
rdth econonio demands and with social duties. 
I 
1. EWicmal IgnmrConalsal 
tlon In Amerdaan Democracy, Washingtoh,D.C1938. p.J. 
2# Ibid, pp#7-8# 
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Mth these as a basis, the big objectives generally 
eopted by the new school arei 
Objectives of SelfHoaiisatioo 
fhe Objectives of Ifoman Ealationshios 
TnB Objectives of Economic Efficiency 
'fhe Objectives of Civic Responsibility * 
Hth suoh broud objectives the responsibility of the school 
is great# The progressive school attempts to met this challenge 
not 238rely in material, but in the manner of the presentation of 
material# 
ac-
The now school emphasizes the importance of real and basic 
Interests# 
Heal interest is solf«oot ivatod activity that takes place 
when a person has an active purpose of his own, sees the steps 
necessary to attain it, and finds those steps as well as the 
final aim largely within his experience, power, and needs# 2 
There Is great necessity for the training of teachers ln-aer-
3 
vice as is brought out by Reader whan ho say si 
Training in service is net urged for the inadequately train­
ed alone# It is of vital importance to those who have spent 
a raich longer period of tire in teacher-training institutions# 
Complete training beforo a teacher enters servioe cannot bo 
secured in an institution of training# •••# Training in servioe 
is accessary because teaohing efficiency cannot remain static. 
4 
SOKC methods of in-service growth advocated by Hie land arei 
Stsomer school attendance 
Extension and correspondence courses 
Educational travel 
Manbership In Gomty, State, and National Teaohor Orgenizc.tions 
Subscription to and regular use of two or more professional mag-
Purohass of and reading of at least two professional books 
annually 
I# Ibid, pp#53=?77 
3# Lee and Lse, op#clt#, p#l"0# 
4# John A Wieland, op#olt., pp.76-77. 
55. 
In progressive philosophy, grwoth and learning are synony-
A study by longer has shorn that individuals have unique 
^stens of organising their learning and that the imposition of 
standardised teaching methods may run oountor to the individual • a 
optimum, learning methods. 
Gestaler psychology also teaches that tho child is 
nous. 
an organ­
ism, 1 earns as a viiole, and that in man, learning depends upon 
2 
organisation. 
One great emphasis of the new education is that every ohild 
is an Individual, must be taught as suoh, giving full considera­
tion to his individual interests, needs, and capacities. Progress­
ive schools demand teachers who aocopt this as a oasis for school 
•work. 
All teaching must begin with the recognition of persons 
as individuals. Bach ohild bears the imago of God for hotter 
or for worse. Each ohild is a small person, not someone who 
vdll be a person later on. Each studont is already an organ­
ised being to whom any given exporionoe will or will not be 
significant. It is of prims importance in teaching to rea­
lise that one is dealing with expanding experience. One 
teaohes only that which the learner seissos upon and organ­
ises within himself as part of his ovm growth.0 
It is readily seen from this that learning is dependent upon 
the experiences of the individual, and that interpretations and 
significances are strictly individual and are based upon earlier 
experience5j and that learning takesplaoo as a whole. 
Progressive education certainly does not, though, advocate 
unlimited and indiscriminate experiences for education. This 
might load to miseduoation. It believes that these oxperionoos 
must be guided by one who is vdsor than the learner. 
1. l«.U.lrGor. M -Sl'cSfl 
S. Melvin, op.clt., p.lo 
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Asy oaspcrienoe is niseduoative that loads to dovelopmnt 
in the wrong direotion • (inantity of experience is not nearly 
as important as the quality of experience i 
qur|?^?^li!?0nda If021/5119 quality of osporionoo. The ®SEa552S&,,"~ as, and 
Progressive aohools have a program of planned experiences, 
Bw educator faces the problem of determining what experiences 
KLoisiy ior the present and at the seme time load toward do sir— 
able future experiences. 
All this means that attentive oare must be devoted to the 
conditions which give oaoh. present experience a worth-Mle 
meaning* It is a cardinal precept of the new school of ed­
ucation that tlio beginning of instruction shall be ^ade with 
the espcrienoe learners already have J that this experience 
and the capacities that have been developed during its 2 
course provide the starting point for all further learning. 
Today's education requires that all pupils be given challenges, 
that they be placed in situations which promote real thought, sit­
uations where discrimination must be used for tlie solving of school 
prooLona in order that discrimination may be developed for the 
solving of problems of life, Unless a given experience leads into 
011 unexplored field, no problems arise. Growth depends upon the 
presence of a difficulty to overoome by the exercise of intelli­
gence, 
8 
Herein are sunned up some of the progressive philosophy, pro­
cedures, and ideas which lead to the development of the "ifoole" 
child. 
TT^SS^nSSW, k'xperienoe and Education, Hew Yorfci The Uacmillan 
Company, 1938, p, TIT, 
3, Ibid, p,96. 
57. 
CONTRASTING CUNHY „ISH PROGRhSSIVS SCHOOLS 
In surriiarizing progressive schools and their proooduros, 
tho writor 3hall oontrast the procedures this study has brought 
to hor attention vAth the prooeduros as found in Cunoy School 
in a saaner vfoltih It is hoped will he entirely intelligible 
to the reader. 
Progressive Cunoy 
1. Definite objectives for the 
systora.tho sohool.and tho 
individual teachers. 
1. Stated by the system 
but not clearly defined 
by the sohool nor tho 
teachers. 
2. Hot alrays noted. 2. Economical methods of in­
struction. 
5. Flexibility and adaptation 
of program of instruction. 
4. Utilisation of children's 
Intorosts. 
5. .Activities bosod upon these 
Interacts. 
6. Lifo-liko situations. 
5. Too often strictly foll-
3 ow Currloulum Guide. 
4. Hot b asis of activities. 
6. Too few activities. 
6. Formal and traditional 
otaosphere in many olac 
rooms. 
7. Etaphacis mainly on skills 
and knowledge. 7. Efcfjhasis on development of physical, mental, emotional 
health and desirable habits, 
attitudes and interests. 
8. Learning based on many and 
varied experiences. 
8. Few clan Grooms have many 
and varied experiences. 
66. 
Iregressive Gunoy 
9. liaphasis on sooi&l olo. 
SJeat# 
9. Too little sooialiaod 
rooitation and activity# 
10. Bmphasis on the individual# 10# Little individual instruc­
tion and recognition# 
11# Curriculum development is 
continuous. 
11# Little aotual development 
noted; ohiefly following 
Curriculum Guide# 
12# Little participation by 
teachers or pupile# 
13# Few activities even as 
extra-curricular • 
12# Curriculum development a 
democratic process. 
IS. Sxtra-currioular activi­
ties of the old school 
now oonsldored a definite 
part of the actual school 
program# 
14# I**-service growth of teach- 14# Forc-al study made by only 
two teaohors in past five 
yoarssinformal study by 
reading rather neglected. 
era for purpose of a real 
knowledge of ohild nature 
in all its phases# 
> P 
Such Is a contrast of the procedures of the progressive 
school as interpreted by the writer and of the procedures of 
Cunoy School as noted from this study. 
I 
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SQMMAHY AND CONCLUSIONS 
From the data presented In the study the writer may 
suramarlso by saying that conditions as found in Cunoy 
School are not in aocord with progressive procedures in 
the degree demanded, by the new eduoatian for the purpose 
of sanding out to society what is its rightful demand and 
need» a product who is able to faoe and to solve the prob­
lems of present life and will be able to face the problems 
Of the future adult life which is before him. 
The study has revealed that progressive schools musti 
1. Have definite objectives! 
2. Use economical methods of instruction! 
3. Have a flexible program! 
4. Have an activated programs 
5. Staphasize the development of the whole child! 
6. Create situations as life-like as possible#basod 
upon the interests and capacities of the individu­
al pupils! 
7. Permit many and varied experiences under teacher 
guldanoe! 
8. Realize that the curriculum must continuously 
change in order to meet the ohanging sooiety in 
which we lives 
9. Ma-few curriculum development a democratic process! 
10. Take all activities of the pupils under the super­
vision of tha school as a part of the school pro­
gram rather than as extra-curricular activities. 
11. Encourage in-service growth of all teachers for 
the continuous improvement of instruction. 
90,. 
T!i© study has revealed that these procedures of the 
new typo school axe noticeable only to a snail degree in 
Own3y school# 
The results of the teachers1 ratings S'IOW that individ­
ual teachers of the school have much room for improve ont» 
Between the first and the last of the ratings many oonibrenoes 
Kid staff meetings for professional study ore hold* Each teaoh-
or showed improvement from one rating to the other, 
facta point toward the conclusion that systematic and con­
centrated study will work toward real Improvement in the 
school# 
The so 
Finally, most of the progros ive procedures noted in 
this study are applicable to Cunoy School! and, if applied, 
it is concluded that there would result a definite and a 
positive improvement in the school's program* 
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ESCOMSHDATIOITS 
la iriew of tho findings of this study » the writer makes 
the following recommendations i 
1* that progres ivo prooeduroa hp studiod by nonbera 
of the faculty of the schoolf 
2« That such procodurcs bo practiced for the purpose of 
disproving the situation at Cunoy Schooll 
3# That special emphasis bo put on the following pro­
cedures! 
Sf Individual Instruction 
h~ Activities which dovolop tho hole child 
c-> Participation in ourriouluni development by teach­
ers and pupils in ooopera ion with tho principal 
and supervisorsj 
4» That the principal be more domoor&tio and broad mind­
ed in appraioing the situations 
5# That the principal Continue study with a view toward 
improvement of self as well a3 of cchool| 
6# That ovary possible means be talcon to assist tho teach­
ers to oaks this adjustment from the traditional type 
of school to tho typo that is do sired and demanded by 
today's society? and 
7, That Cunoy School make bottor uso of the largo amount 
of valuable instructional equipment and applies given 





CHECK LIST OH GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OP A GOOD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
» 
Charactoristloa Adoguate aide qua to Coment 
I* Is tho program oon.ee ivod and operated as a%hole"? 
A* Are general planning conferences held? 
B* la planning participated in hyi 
1* Teaohers ? 
2» Principal? 
3. Supervisor a? 
4* Parents? 
5. Pupils? 
C. Is there a general, flexible plan for the total 
school program? 
D# Is the work of other community agenoies co­
ordinated with the work of the school? 





E. Is -the school considered a unit with all outside 






H* Do the children served by the school enjoy a rounded 
program of living? 
A* Is a continuing study cade of the 24-hour living 
schedule of each pupil? 
B. Is eaoh pupil afforded guidance in improving his 
living schedule? 
C# Are major shortage 
children revealed 
1* Wholesome recreation? 
2* Library facilities 
3# Health service? 
4* Work opportunities 




D, Does the schedule of activities at the school 
provide a balance of rest and worici intellectual 
and manual activity? . 
Em Does the policy on assignment of homework^ 
encourage children to broaden their interests 
F. A^mSt'In period, inoluded In the gomral plwu. 
to check of the school? . ... .. G* Is olose contact maintained with the 
matters pertaining toi 
1. Diet? 
2* Rest? 
3* Physical defioieneiss? 
4• Attitudes? 




Adequate qu£& Cocmant H# D°08 fotool provide eorreotive » 
program for home and 
cannot be eliminated? 
IAst correctives» 
sure8 In the 






A* Has the school staff made a careful study of the 
B' SIS OT^.T 
sohooif *a^cm and ftdnlnistration of the 
2* The organisation of the curriculum? 




C* la the In-service education of the professional 
staff planned so as to achieve constantly deepened 
insights as to the meaning of demoera tie values 
and how they nay be appropriately achieved 
lives of chiH ran of elementary sohool ase 






W . Is the school program ba sod on the interest* needs 
and oapaoities of the children it serves? 
A* Does the plan of curriculum organisation take into 
account the interest* needs and ca paoitiea of 
children? 
B* Is the curriculum plan sufficiently flexible to 
permit the individual teacher to meet the needs of 
the children he is instructing? 
C« Do teachers base instruction on the needs of and 
interests of the children taught? 
D, Are special facilities provided for children with 
physical handicaps? .... 
E« Are standards of a coorapliGhment estimated for eaoh 
Child in terns of his potentialities? 
P. Is much first hand experience provided, especially 
fcr younger children? ^„ . 
d» Does the school serve all children of ^cmontary 
school ctg0 In *bh0 ooficnuxil'ty o%oopt ins oitru Clonal 
oases? 








important areas of livin A; £$ra for *-* • S-Sajsaars ss\s-sa significance of area s suoh ass 
1* Conserving and maintaining human re sources? 
d. Conserving and maintaining natural roaouroes? 
3. Producing goods and aervl oea? 
4. Purchasing and using goods and service? 
5. Making a home? 
6. Making a livinng? 
77* Enjoying a liesure? 
8* Getting an education? 
9* Being an American citizen? 
Adequate quate Comment 




VI. Is the school an integral part of the community it 
serves? 
A# Is the school plant used for general ocamrunlty 
activities? 
B. Does the school contribute directly to IsgwovsoKUt 






0. Do members of the school staff participate in 
community affairs? 
D. Do parent8 seek the help of the school on matters 
not dlreotly a part of the school program? 
E. Are community re source a used in instruction 






721. Do phy sioal facilities and instructional supplies 
facilitate the desired educational activities? 
A. Is spaoe available for conferences, reading 
centers, xmnual activities, plays, reoreation and 
projects, as well as for seating all pupils with 
good lighting? 
B. Is equipment movable and adaptable to a variety 
of purposes? .. 
available? 
D* Can materials be secured expeditiously? 





Adecwft-ce qua to Ccanaent Qiaract&ri stloa 
VIII. Are the personal and professional growth and 
security of the school staff fostered? 
A, Is the load asm good each staff member such as to 
uewait recreational and general cultural 
activities? 
Is there an organized program of professional 
study which is considered a part ofthe regular 
work of the staff? 
C. Are significant achiavemonts and contibutions by 
staff members given reoognit 
D# Does -the entire school staff 
B. 
tion? 
participate in a 
responsible manner in planning the school program? 
E. Does the staff employ vacation periods for 
personal and professional growth? 
IX. Does the plan of organization and administration of 
the school foster democratic values? 
A. Do all member*, of the school coaminl 
in the general operation of the sohoo 
B. Is there a plan of student govs 
operation? 
C. Are problems of discipline handled aooordin to 
democratic standards? 
D» Are the grouping of pupils and the regulation of 
their progress such as to respect all pupils as 
persons? 
E. Are pupils, a s they mature, gradually given 








Reference « Hollis L. Caswell * Education in the 
Elementary School. 
(Aaorioan Book Co.) 
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